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Dear Mr. Hiramatsu,

I am sorry to hear of the loss of your father. It is a time of great sorrow, and it is natural for you to seek solace in your duties.

I am pleased to inform you that the letter addressed to you was delivered to the Department of Radiology, and I have informed Dr. Hiramatsu of the situation. The letter is addressed to you in a copy of the letter addressed to you.

I am enclosing a copy of the letter for your information. I hope that it will provide you with the comfort you require.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Address]

Date: September 25, 1978
DEAR Representative [Redacted],

MY FAMILY AND I ARE LIVING A NIGHTMARE!

We are being hurt and tortured by sadistic people who possess a electronic device, (which I believe is called a "vascular control device"), that can effect our vascular systems to cause pain x physiological reactions. Our lives are simply being wantonly ruined! The operators of this equipment obsessively and constantly torment me! They are emotionally disturbed! My life is in disorder, my efforts as a parent compromised because the operators of this equipment dog x be-devil me continually, completely disrupting my household. We live totally without any privacy or physical security!

This vascular control device gives near complete control of anyone's physiology by being able to, in some way effect their vascular system. I have experienced: fainting, dazeing spells, a terrifying period of blindness, lapses of memory, and an episode of nausea + dizziness that was so violent + sustained + so incapacitating + that I required hospital and wheelchair assistance. These and other incidents: totally sleepless nights, hairloss, dental problems, shaving mishaps, inability to urinate, have all been worked on me enough times to hint at the frightening physiological range of this bio-electric device!

I am not kidding! You must believe me!

These these terrors are literally "demonstrating"
This vascular control device, to me by hurting and aggravating me with it everyday! Literally parasitizing their lives around my household to maximize their obstructiveness and their perverse enjoyment! I could kill them! But I am powerless against this mind blanking body disrupting electrically based device. I am not making this up. And I am not—as the Secret Service said—imagining it! I am being daily hurt and tortured by simple sadistic bitches who have been provided with an example of this E/M device, (and some eavesdropping equipment of simply such astonishing sensitivity—that it cannot operate on audio principals—but must operate on some new principal of electro-magnetism).

I didn't save this for last, for my story is not a contrivement. These people are literally killing me softly! And I cannot stop them from hurting me! But flickering lights to my conversation, power surges that has damaged electrical appliances, electric clocks that have been far behind time on the mornings of important appointments, electric light sockets that have not had sufficient electricity in them to light bulbs—have convinced me that the E/M radiations of this device are emitted by "radiators" in either the sockets and/or outlets of my federal project apartment.
This may all sound fantastic. But I am telling the truth! The truth from my own continuing and worsening experiences as the victim of sponsored psychopathic bitches! These cowardly parasitic fiends day after day do things to provoke or disrupt, revelling in their ability to hurt with absolute impunity, drawing their perverse emotional satisfaction daily from "messing with" me and disrupting my household. These people are emotionally diseased!!! They are monsters!!! And they are "demonstrating" this vascular control device to me by hurting and aggravating me through it everyday. Sure of their patrons, sure of their safety, and positive that no one will be able to help me!

They are victimizing me with an electric system based on radiation device which effects—in precise ways—the vascular system of a selected subject. I don’t know who is sponsoring them, (but I suspect it is the FBI). I don’t know how many peoples’ lives they have—and are quietly and mindlessly disrupting. But they are psychopathically destroying our lives; they have murdered my father! They insatiably enjoy hurting people—and I cannot stop them from hurting me! I am helpless against this vascular control device!

Most Sincerely,
Thercoat Smith
Thercoat Smith
Franchot Smith  
1481 Washington Avenue  
New York City, Bronx, NY 10456  

Dear Mr. Smith  

I would like to apologize for the delay in answering your letter of 20 January 1978. I have been on travel and have been extremely busy with congressional hearings.  

Unfortunately there is little help I can offer you. Scientifically there is no evidence that electromagnetic radiation can result in the symptoms you describe. As you may know, today there is a great deal of controversy concerning the biological effects of non-ionizing radiation within the scientific community. We do know that high levels can cause heating, for example the use of microwave ovens for cooking.  

Any other effects are presently highly controversial. Many effects have been observed in animal models exposed under laboratory conditions. In studies observing personnel, no physiological changes have been detected to date. The Follow-Up Agency of the National Academy of Sciences has recently been studying the effects of Navy personnel who work in areas where exposure to non-ionizing radiation was likely. The research has not yet been published but the study results were reported last year at a meeting sponsored by the Bureau of Radiological Health. The study found no significant difference between men exposed and those not exposed except in one area. The study found that those exposed had less heart disease than did the non-exposed group. But whether this is really true or not remains open to further study.  

Even in the laboratory studies, there is no evidence that any symptoms described in your letter have been reproduced in animals undergoing extensive irradiation.  

While there are many questions still to be answered, I do not believe that your symptoms are the result of non-ionizing radiation exposure.  

I wish that I could be of more assistance to you.  

Sincerely yours,  

[Signature]

PAUL E. TYLER, M.D.  
Deputy Director
Mr. Franchot Smith  
1481 Washington Avenue  
Bronx, New York 10456

Dear Mr. Smith:

I wish to acknowledge receipt of your letters dated June 29, 1978 and July 23, 1978.

A review of this correspondence fails to reflect a violation within the investigative jurisdiction of the FBI; consequently, I cannot be of assistance.

Should you fear for your personal safety, I suggest you contact the New York City Police Department for whatever assistance they may be able to render you in this regard.

Very truly yours,

ROBERT E. KENT  
Assistant Director in Charge

William E. Kelly  
Acting Supervisory Special Agent